The funds made available for a special program and for an experiment produce inflated counts of those in need.
Regardless of the reasons for the error, the matter is important we expect to have decent tests implemented. What do the youth employ ment experiments teil us about this?
For the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC), there seems to have been no remarkable problems in identifying and enrollin' members of various target groups for the Supported Work Program. Sti MDRC says it may not have focused sufficiently well on the right targ^ group in its explanation of why effects on youths fail to be substan-tial. Nor is there any reference to shortfall in the reports by the Vera Institute on the Alternative Youth Employment Strategies Project The report on the Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC) projec (O'Malley et al., 1981) is ambiguous on this account.
In the CAVD program, on the other hand, "All CETA prime Sponsors were to recruit a pool of at least 200 youths between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one who met YETP eligibility requirements and who desired and were available for füll time work" (CPC&H, 1980:15). Som 150 to 170 were eventually assigned to alternative treatments.  The target sample size was partly a function of local screening criteria. Recruitment and assignment difficulty is discussed in the report (CPC&H, 1980).  Difficulty in recruitment was encountered in four of five sites.  In three sites, the difficulty seems serious, said to be caused by internal organizational problems (e.g., a move to a differe building) or interinstitutlonal problems (e.g., one agency doing the screening, another the program Implementation).
Similarly, the Project STEADY evaluation reported that "sufficien numbers of youth were difficult to recruit" and that start-up time fo the program was brief according to site directors (Grandy, 1981). Th SPICY project for Indochinese youths was targeted for 120 youths per site, but obtained only 70 to 80 individuals.  The Tallmadge and Yuen report on Career Education programs suggests that only three rather than four cohorts (with a projected 75 per cohort) were enrolled at each of the four sites. Further, the first two of the three cohorts contained fewer than the 75 members that were forecast (an extension the period led to complete cohorts).  Hahn and Friedman's evaluation the Cambridge Job Factory for out-of-school youths encountered proble in recruitment because there were related summer programs in the same area. Their work in Wilkes-Barre suggests the enrollment problem was severe in that area (53 percent of target reached) and that it affect both the Youth Employment Service Program and the Employer-Voucher Program. The problem was attributed to competing CETA programs.
A few of the experiments at hand also teil us something about the tractability of problems in the target population. The Supported Wor Program run by MDRC, for instance, suggests that women receiving Aid Families with Dependent Children profit more than young people do fro the Services provided.  It is not clear that "tractability" can be assessed well in prior surveys of a targeted group. The experience does suggest that it is important to separate ostensibly different subgroups in the experiment and to establish that their members can b identified well in prior surveys.

